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Executive Summary
Rosenbluth extractions of the proton form factors have limited sensitivity to the charge form

factor GE(Q
2) at large Q2 values (above a few GeV2), as the cross section is dominated by the

magnetic form factor, GM (Q2). Polarization transfer measurements are directly sensitive to the

ratio GE/GM , and were expected to provide greater sensitivity to GE at large Q2 values. However,

Jefferson Lab measurements of GE/GM using polarization degrees of freedom showed that the

ratio GE/GM dropped almost linearly with Q2, while Rosenbluth separations show a constant

value for GE/GM , albeit with lower precision. Based on a significant amount of advancement in

theory and several new experimental studies, it is now generally believed that two-photon exchange

(TPE) contributions explain this discrepancy. However, while comparisons of positron–proton and

electron–proton scattering can isolate TPE contributions, existing data are limited to lower Q2

values, where the discrepancy between the techniques is not so clear and experiments indicate only

small TPE contributions.

We propose a series of high precision measurements of elastic positron–proton (and electron–

proton) scattering over a wide kinematic range, 1.4 ≤ Q2 ≤ 5.5 GeV2 to make a precise extraction

of the ratio of the proton electric to magnetic form factors. The experiment will use three linac

settings of 650, 730, and 2200 MeV per pass along with a positron beam current of 1 µA and

standard 10 cm liquid hydrogen target, with identical measurements taken separately with an

electron beam of 20 µA. We use the ‘Super-Rosenbluth’ technique, which involves detecting the

struck proton rather than the scattered electron. The scattered proton will be detected by the Hall

C High Momentum Spectrometer (HMS). The Super-Rosenbluth has been shown to allow for a

much more precise extraction of the Rosenbluth slope, and thus GE/GM if we neglect two-photon

exchange (TPE).

Because two-photon exchange contributions are believed to modify the Rosenbluth slope, but

have much smaller impact on polarization measurements, a comparison of either the positron

or electron Rosenbluth GE/GM to that from polarization provides strong constraints on TPE

contributions. The direct comparison of positron Super-Rosenbluth separations to an electron

Super-Rosenbluth at the same kinematics will double the sensitivity to size of the TPE corrections

as well as their ε dependence. It will also, for the first time, directly test the hypothesis that the

observed discrepancy at high Q2 is explained by TPE contribution, which is a critical assumption

is all phenomenological extractions of the TPE contributions. We request 41 PAC days to perform

the positron measurements plus 15 PAC days for electron data collection.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The radial distribution of the charge and magnetization inside the proton are studied

largely by the knowledge of the electric and magnetic form factors [1–3], GE and GM .

Over several decades, several experiments have extracted the proton form factors via the

Rosenbluth separation technique by making measurements of the angular dependence of

the unpolarized proton-electron scattering cross section. The reduced cross section in the

one-photon exchange (OPE) approximation goes as τG2
M + εG2

E, where τ = Q2/(4M2
p )

and ε is the virtual photon polarization parameter which, at fixed momentum transfer Q2,

depends on the electron scattering angle. At large Q2 values, τG2
M ≫ εG2

E, meaning that

GE contributes only a small ε dependence to the cross section, thus limiting the precision of

GE extractions [4–7]. Global analyses of the cross section data showed µpGE/GM ≈ 1 over

a wide range in Q2, but with limited precision at larger Q2 values, where GM dominates the

cross section.

At JLab, experiments measuring the recoil polarization in elastic e⃗-p scattering were used

to improve the extraction of GE at large Q2. These measurements are directly sensitive to

GE/GM , providing significantly better sensitivity to GE when combined with Rosenbluth

measurements. Unexpectedly, the polarization measurements showed a linear fall-off of the

µpGE/GM ratio with Q2 [8–10], inconsistent with the observation of approximate form factor

scaling from Rosenbluth separations [11]. The difference between these two measurements

has been of studied extensively and the discrepancy is generally attributed to two-photon

exchange [12–14], and comparisons of the Rosenbluth and polarization results have been

used to extract the contribution of TPE under a set of common assumptions [7, 15–17].

FIG. 1. Ratio R = µpGE/GM as extracted using Rosenbluth separation [18] (cyan crosses), polar-

ization transfer measurements [9, 10] (red triangles), and “Super-Rosenbluth” measurements [19]

(black circles); figure taken from [20].

The difference between Rosenbluth and polarization transfer [8, 21] measurements is il-

lustrated in Figure 1, which shows a collection of GE/GM extractions using both techniques.

Note that the black points are from the first “Super-Rosenbluth” measurement performed
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in Hall A (JLab E01-001) [19]. This is a modified version of a conventional Rosenbluth tech-

nique that uses proton detection rather than electron detection to minimize the ε-dependent

systematic uncertainties, thus giving a much better precision on the extraction of the ratio

GE/GM , at the cost of larger absolute uncertainties on GE and GM .

TPE contributions are expected to be small, having only few-percent level contributions

to the cross section and polarization transfer data. While these contribution have minimal

impact on the extraction of GE/GM for polarization data, Figure 2 illustrates how small

TPE contributions can yield a significant difference between Rosenbluth and polarization

results if they have the correct ε dependence. At large Q2 values, the ε dependence coming

from GE is small, since the GE term is suppressed relative to GM by a factor of 1/Q2, and

the ratio GE/GM (as determined from polarization measurement) decreases with Q2. As

seen in Fig. 2, above Q2 ≈ 2.5 GeV2, the polarization transfer data show that the cross

section should have an ε dependence below 5%, meaning that TPE corrections at the few

percent level can have a significant impact.
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FIG. 2. The ε dependence of the reduced cross section as predicted from the polarization transfer

results for GE/GM (black dashed line), and as measured in JLab E01-001 (circles). If the polar-

ization transfer represents the true form factors, TPE yields more than half of the ε dependence

at 2.64 GeV2, and 85% at 4.1 GeV2.

Analyses of the discrepancy of the Rosenbluth and polarization measurements that as-

sume it is due primarily to missing corrections in the cross section measurements [11, 12, 15]

indicate that the difference could be explained by an error in the ε dependence of the cross

section of approximately 5–8% for 1 < Q2 < 6 GeV2, which is consistent with other high-Q2

analyses [7, 16]. The correction would have to be close enough to linear that it does not

spoil the linearity expected from the Rosenbluth formula, as shown in Fig. 2, and detailed

analyses have set significant limits on deviations from linearity over this Q2 range [22].

One of the biggest problems with this sort of extraction is that it relies on the assump-

tion that the discrepancy is driven entirely by TPE contributions to the cross section mea-

surements, which has not been demonstrated. Direct comparisons of positron-proton and

electron-proton scattering can isolate the charge-odd terms associated with TPE, but while

recent comparisons yield results that are qualitatively consistent with modern TPE calcu-
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lations, they do not reach the Q2 region where there is a clear discrepancy and so do not

directly verify that the discrepancy is associated with TPE corrections.

As presented in Sec. III in the proposal, the Super-Rosenbluth (SR) technique is ex-

tremely well suited for positrons, providing access to larger Q2 values at low ε, where TPE

contributions are large, and providing significant cancellation of systematic uncertainties

between positron measurements at fixed Q2 but different ε values. Electron and positron

measurements are performed separately, and GE/GM is extracted from both with high pre-

cision. So while it does not make direct comparisons of the positron and electron cross

sections at individual ε and Q2 values, it also does not require frequent changes between

electron and positron beams or a detailed understanding of their properties to minimize the

systematic uncertainties, as is required for direct cross section comparisons.

We propose to measure the proton form factor ratio, GE/GM , using the Super-Rosenbluth

technique separately for positron and electron scattering. The comparison of positron-proton

cross sections and existing polarization transfer measurements should show the opposite dis-

crepancy as the electron cross section measurements for TPE, verifying that TPE contribu-

tions explain the observed discrepancy and supporting the analyses that use the discrepancy

to constrain TPE contributions and extract TPE-corrected form factors [16, 17]. We will also

perform a measurements at the same Q2 values with an electron beam, which takes much

less time due to the use of higher electron currents. The difference between the electron

and positron Super-Rosenbluth measurements is directly sensitive to the size and ε depen-

dence of the TPE corrections, yielding twice the lever arm of the Rosenbluth-polarization

comparisons, and directly isolating the portion of the discrepancy is associated with TPE.

Finally, taking the average of the results for positron-proton and electron-proton scatter-

ing cancels the contribution of TPE, allowing for a a test of the charge-symmetric radiative

correction procedures. Several works have examined the impact of updated or modified

radiative correction procedures [23–25], which appear to explain up to ∼30% of the discrep-

ancy [7, 25] compared to more conventional radiative corrections [4, 26], but still yield a

significant discrepancy attributed to TPE. Note that the fact that the observed discrepancy

is reduced when using these corrections doesn’t tell us whether they are sufficient, or even

better than the conventional corrections. The comparison of charge-averaged Rosenbluth

separations to the polarization transfer data will provide a comparison where the Rosenbluth

separation is free to TPE contributions, and only the conventional radiative corrections for

the cross section data and potential TPE contributions to the polarization data, which can

in principle be deduced from comparisons of positron and electron scattering measurements

of the polarization transfer.
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II. TWO-PHOTON EXCHANGE CONTRIBUTIONS

Electron scattering is generally treated in the one-photon exchange (OPE) approxima-

tion, after applying radiative corrections associated with Bremsstrahlung, loop, and vertex

corrections [27, 28]. The IR-divergent terms associated with two-photon are included to

cancel the divergence from soft photon emission, but the hard TPE contribution is generally

neglected. In the 1950s and 1960s, several papers estimated the size of two-photon con-

tributions to the unpolarized cross sections, using only the proton intermediate state [29],

and including excited intermediate states [30–33]. These calculations predicted TPE effects

consistent with the small differences seen in comparisons of positron and electron scattering.

Early measurements comparing positron and electron scattering, for which TPE contribu-

tions have the opposite sign, showed no significant contributions from TPE [34–40] and were

generally interpreted as constraining TPE contributions at the ∼1% level.

After the discrepancy between Rosenbluth separations and polarization measurements

was observed and verified [8, 11, 41], it was shown [12] that TPE contributions, too small

to be clearly observed in previous measurements [42], could resolve the discrepancy, as il-

lustrated in Fig. 2. With even a small ε dependence, TPE corrections can have a significant

impact on GE at high Q2, and can also lead to deviations from the linear dependence of the

reduced cross section on ε required in the OPE. Since then, there have been many attempts

to try and extract the TPE contributions from the observed discrepancy [7, 15, 17, 43], sep-

arate the TPE amplitudes [44, 45], constrain nonlinearities [22, 24], and to provide updated

calculations of TPE at high Q2 [13, 14, 24, 46–48]. Detailed reviews covering the experi-

ments, analyses, and calculations can be found in Refs. [24, 49]. While these calculations

and phenomenological analyses demonstrated how TPE could potentially explain the ob-

served discrepancy, there is no direct evidence for TPE contributions in the Q2 range where

there is a large discrepancy, and phenomenological extractions rely on a handful of critical

assumptions, only some of have direct support.

In the following sections, we present calculations of TPE contributions, direct measure-

ments using the comparison of positron and electron scattering, and phenomenological esti-

mates of the TPE contributions to the cross section.

A. Calculations of two-photon exchange corrections

Since the initial suggestions that TPE could resolve the proton form factors discrep-

ancy [12, 13], there have been many attempts to provide improved TPE calculations, using

a variety of approaches, e.g. hadronic vs. partonic degrees of freedom, dispersive approaches,

etc..., and addressing a wide range of observables. We provide here a brief overview of some

of these calculations, focused specifically on elastic electron-proton scattering. This pro-

vides a critical testing ground, where multiple observables can be measured over a wide

range in Q2, and these can be used to constrain calculations which can then be used to

make predictions for other reactions or other observables.

Note that we focus entirely on calculations of the cross section, which are sensitive to
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the real part of the TPE amplitude, while other measurements, e.g. Born-forbidden normal

asymmetries, are sensitive to the imaginary part of the TPE amplitude [24, 49]. So far, there

are no calculations that fully explain the observed discrepancy in e-p scattering, and the

calculations that do exist predict significantly different ε dependencies. Without additional

data to constrain and improve these models, in particular at higher Q2, we cannot rely on

them to identify potential TPE effects in other reactions. As such, we briefly summarize

several approaches, but will focus on the observed discrepancy between Rosenbluth and

polarization results when making projections for the Q2 values relevant for this proposal.

Calculations by Blunden, Melnitchouk, and Tjon [24, 50] yield an ε dependence of a

few percent at modest-to-large Q2 values, with small nonlinearities at low ε values and a

weak Q2 dependence. This calculation includes only the elastic portion of the two-photon

correction; the box and crossed-box diagrams with the proton in the intermediate state,

and neglect excited intermediate states. While this calculation largely resolves the form

factor discrepancy for Q2 = 2–3 GeV2, it does not describe the discrepancy at higher Q2

values, and an additional phenomenological contribution had to be added to fully resolve

the discrepancy in the analysis of [16]. Later calculations [48] included the contribution of

additional resonances which tend to increase the TPE contribution slightly, although there

is significant cancellation between various resonance contributions.

Calculations by Chen, et al. [14] treat the two-photon exchange effect at the quark-parton

level, using a generalized parton distribution to describe the emission and re-absorption of

the partons by the nucleon. While this approach is not expected to be valid at low Q2

or ε values, the calculations for higher Q2 again show a significant ε dependence (and

non-linearity) to the correction, with only a weak Q2 dependence. This calculation provides

roughly half of the TPE correction needed to explain the discrepancy at larger Q2 values [24].

Calculations at the quark-parton level in the double logarithm approximation by Afana-

sev, et al. [51] yield a different form for the ε dependence, with nonlinearities appearing at

large ε. However, it yields a very different nonlinearity from the calculation of Ref. [13]. In

addition, it predicts only the ε and Q2 dependence, but not the overall magnitude.

Kivel and Vandaerhagen [46] estimated TPE contributions at large Q2 using a QCD

factorization approach, which relies on a model of the leading twist proton distribution

amplitudes. The results are very sensitive to the proton distribution amplitudes used in the

calculation, but in general the TPE contributions are roughly linear (except very near ε = 1,

but not large enough to explain the observed form factor discrepancy.

Blunden et al. [48] performed hadronic calculations that sum all the on-shell intermediate

hadronic states. This dispersion relation analysis of the scattering amplitudes analysis avoids

off-shell uncertainties inherent in traditional approaches based on direct evaluation of loop

diagrams and guarantees the correct unitary behavior in the high energy limit. It includes

the contributions from nucleon and ∆ resonance intermediate states. It is valid for Q2

up to 3 GeV2. Kivel and Vanderhaeghen [46] used a QCD factorization approach. They

provided calculations using two different types of Distribution Amplitudes (DA), COZ [52]

and BLW [53]. For Q2 > 5 GeV2 range, these calculations can quantitatively explain the

slope of the Rosenbluth plot when using the GEp/GMp polarization data as input.
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Figure 3 shows predictions for the positron-to-electron cross section ratio for a range of

calculations and extractions at Q2 = 2.5 (left) and 5 (right) GeV2. The red curve shows

the phenomenological prediction if all the discrepancy comes from TPE [17] (Mainz A1

Collaboration). The other curves are from theoretical predictions, the Hadronic N + ∆

calculation of Blunden et al. [48], calculations from Kivel and Vanderhaeghen [46] using two

different distribution amplitudes, and the calculation by Kurav et al. [54].
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FIG. 3. The estimated two-photon exchange contribution to the positron-to-electron cross section

ratio for a range of calculations and extractions at Q2 = 2.5 and 5 GeV2 [55].

B. Positron to electron comparisons

Two-photon exchange contributions to elastic electron–proton scattering can be observed

in several different ways. The real part of the TPE amplitude modifies both the unpolarized

cross section and the polarization transfer components used to extract GE/GM . The imag-

inary part of the amplitude leads to non-zero values for the Born-forbidden observables Ay

and PN . These observables provide clean measurements of two-photon effects, but are not

directly connected to the discrepancy in the form factors.

The main effect of TPE on the cross section comes from the interference between the

one-photon and TPE amplitudes, M1γ and M2γ:

σ(e±p) = |M1γ ±M2γ|2 ≈ M2
1γ(1± 2Re(M2γ/M1γ)). (1)

Because the sign of the correction depends on the lepton charge, the ratio of positron to elec-

tron scattering, R ≡ σ(e+p)/σ(e−p) ≈ 1 + 4Re(M2γ/M1γ), is very sensitive to TPE effects.

In the simplest approximation, one expects the two-photon amplitude to be suppressed by

an additional factor of α, leading to a decrease of 2α ≈ 1.5% in the electron cross section,

and an increase of 4α ≈ 3% in the ratio R.

In principle, the cleanest way to examine the effects of two-photon corrections in the

unpolarized e–p cross section is to compare positron–proton and electron–proton scattering.

Interference terms between one-photon and two-photon exchange have opposite signs for
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positron and electron scattering, and so yield a measurable difference. Early comparisons

between e+–p and e−–p scattering [34], as well as µ+–p and µ−–p [56], were interpreted

as showing that the two-photon corrections were extremely small (<1%). However, the

low intensity of the positron (and muon) beams has made precise measurements nearly

impossible for large Q2 or small ε. There is some evidence of a charge-dependent term to

the e±–p elastic cross section at small values of ε [42], but the data at low ε is not very

precise and is limited to Q2 values well below the region of the observed discrepancy.

Measurements of the size of TPE through the e+–p and e−–p elastic cross section ratios

were made at a number of facilities during the 1960s and 1970s. Due to the high preci-

sion necessary to see such an effect combined with the low intensity positron beam, a TPE

effect generally consistent with unity was observed. With the discrepancy between Rosen-

bluth and polarization transfer, recent experiments have again sought to measure the effect

by using this comparison of unpolarized electron-proton and positron-proton cross section.

These experiments were performed at three independent facilities employing different exper-

imental designs to measure the TPE contribution, R2γ. They were performed at VEPP-3

in Novosibirisk, Russia [57, 58], Thomas Jefferson National Accelerator Facility using the

CLAS spectrometer [59–61], and the DORIS electron/positron storage ring at DESY in

Hamburg, Germany (Olympus) [62, 63]. The Olympus and VEPP-3 experiments switched

between positron and electron beams and used mono-energetic beam energies while the

CLAS experiment produced a mixed positron and electron beam and different beam energy

settings. The Q2 and ε range at which measurements were made were limited, largely below

the higher Q2 values where the pronounced discrepancy of GE/GM is observed or at low ε

where the TPE effect is expected to be significant. Overall the data sets are in agreement

and a global analysis including all three excludes a zero TPE effect at a 95% level, but most

of the data is at Q2 < 1.5 GeV2, with a peak Q2 value of just over 2 GeV2. Comparison to

various TPE calculations (see Figure 4) shows a systematic ε dependence that is reduced

with the inclusion of TPE, but due to the limited coverage and limited data in the Q2 region

where a large form factor discrepancy is observed, a definitive conclusion of the source of

the discrepancy and importance of TPE for Q2 > 2 GeV2 remains.

C. Phenomenological extractions of two-photon exchange corrections

As noted in the previous sections, calculations of the TPE contribution are generally in

qualitative agreement, in that they all increase the observed slope and therefore GE/GM

in Rosenbluth separations with electrons, but they differ in magnitude, especially at large

Q2 values, and show very different ε dependence. In addition, they are not large enough to

completely explain the discrepancy at larger Q2 values. As such, we will use phenomeno-

logical extractions of the TPE contributions to make predictions for what we should expect

to see for a Rosenbluth separation with a positron beam under the assumption that TPE

corrections to the cross section explain the entire discrepancy.

Early phenomenological extractions [11, 15–17, 43] generally assumed that the TPE con-

tribution yielded a change in the slope of the reduced cross section vs ε, but maintained the
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FIG. 4. Difference between the measure R2γ from e+/e− comparisons and different TPE calcula-

tions after allowing for renormalization of the different measurements [49]. The measurements are

from VEPP-3 (blue diamonds), CLAS (black boxes), and OLYMPUS (red circles are the OLYM-

PUS). Figure reproduced from Ref. [49].

linear dependence required in the one-photon exchange approximation. These yielded simi-

lar TPE corrections, requiring an ε dependence of ≈5-6% in the Q2 region where a significant

discrepancy was observed, as illustrated in Fig. 6. Later analyses made different assumptions

about the ε dependence [64–66], with the assumption chosen for the ε dependence modifies

both the ε and Q2 dependence of the extracted TPE contributions.

Such extractions were recently extended to larger Q2 values after the publication of new,

high-Q2 elastic scattering measurements from early 12 GeV running [7]. New measurements

were combined with existing high-ε points to perform high-Q2 Rosenbluth separations as

well as a global fit up to Q2 ≈ 15 GeV2, as shown in the right left of Figure 7. Based

on the discrepancy between the global cross section fit and the polarization data, we can

extract the TPE contribution assuming a linear contribution that is maximum at ∆2γ at

ε = 0, i.e. σTPE/σOPE = 1−∆2γ(1− ε). Averaging the 7 high-Q2 points shown in the right

panel yields ∆2γ = (4.2± 2.0)% for the TPE contribution above 6 GeV2. However, for this

analysis, updated radiative correction procedures [25] were applied to all of the cross sections

used in the global analysis, and these updated corrections reduce the discrepancy somewhat

compared to extractions made using Mo and Tsai based radiative corrections [4, 26]. The

same analysis, performed with consistent radiative correction procedures, yields ∆2γ = (6.6±
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FIG. 5. The ε dependence of σR from the E01-001 e-p Super-Rosenbluth data at two Q2 values [19]

(purple points and linear fit) compared to the slope based on the recoil polarization data (black

line). Assuming that the difference comes entirely from TPE, the red shaded region indicates the

slope associated with the GE contribution to the cross section, and the blue shaded region indicates

the impact of TPE normalized to match the electron data at ε = 1, were TPE contributions go

to zero [24]. Since TPE contributions change sign for positrons, the dotted red line shows the

expected results for positron measurements, assuming a linear TPE contribution.

2.1)%, consistent with previous analysis focusing on data for Q2 from 2-5 GeV2.

Note that the critical assumptions in these analysis are that TPE (1) fully explain the

discrepancy, (2) modify the cross section via a linear ε-dependent contribution, and (3) do

not modify the polarization transfer results significantly. If all of this is true, this sort of

phenomenological extraction provides sufficient precision to extract the form factors reliably

up to to at least Q2 ≈ 6 GeV2 [16]. However, while we have constraints on non-linear

contributions over a significant Q2 range [22], we have no direct evidence that TPE contri-

butions are large enough to resolve the discrepancy for Q2 > 2 GeV2, where the observed

discrepancy is significant.

Comparisons of electron and positron Super-Rosenbluth extractions of GE/GM will not

only improve the precision of these extractions, they will directly address the assumptions

made in such analysis. Comparison of positron and electron SR extractions will isolate the

charge-odd contributions associated with TPE, directly verifying for the first time whether

or not TPE fully explains the discrepancy at large Q2. The data will also provide improved

constraints on potential non-linearity of the TPE exchange. Finally, by comparing electron

and positron Rosenbluth separations, the sensitivity to TPE contributions is doubled com-

pared to comparisons to polarization data, while being independent of any potential TPE

(or other systematic effects) in the polarization measurements.
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FIG. 6. TPE slope vs Q2 from extraction of Ref. [43], along with slopes from hadronic calculations.

The dotted lines are a variety of parameterizations used to fit the extracted a(Q2) values, where

σTPE = G2
M (1 + (ε/τ)R2) + 2a(1− ε)G2

M , R = µpGE/GM . Note that the peak TPE contribution

at ε = 0 is equal to 2a, and thus a = 0.03 corresponds to a 6% ε-dependent correction.
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FIG. 7. (Left Panel) Rosenbluth separation results for
√
RS = µpGE/GM in the OPE. (Right

Panel) ∆2γ as a function of Q2 from a global fit. Figures taken from [7]. The black solid (red

dashed) curve shows the results from a global fit to the cross section data with (without) [7] data.

The blue dot-dashed curve shows a fit to the polarization data. The shaded bands show the 68%

confidence intervals of the respective fits.
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III. EXPERIMENT

We propose to make a series of high-precision SR separation measurements to map out the

ε and Q2 dependence of the TPE contributions to the elastic e−–p and e+–p cross sections.

In this experiment, we will use the spectrometers to detect the struck proton, rather than

the scattered positron. The proton measurement allows a larger precision in extracting the

ε dependence of the cross section leading to a cleaner GE/GM extraction, as it was shown

by the E01-001 [19] experiment.

We will measure σ(e±p) using the same detectors and kinematic settings for 1 <∼ Q2 <∼
6 GeV2. We will focus on the ε dependence by extracting GE/GM with both electrons

and positrons. Then, we will compare electron and positron results, making the result

less sensitive to differences between electron and positron beams to account for potential

long-term drifts in the detector response.

This proposal employs the benefits of the SR extraction by utilizing multiple beam en-

ergies, this will allow to perform multiple separations at each Q2. The measurements will

improve the sensitivity to the ε dependence and possible non-linear contributions. In the

following the experimental overview and the advantages of proton detection are summa-

rized. The expected backgrounds are shown based on previous SR measurements (E01-001

experiment). Finally, the kinematics and beam time request is provided with an outline of

the systematic contributions that are expected in the measurements.

A. Experimental overview

The experiment is proposed for Hall C using the standard HMS spectrometer and a

hydrogen target. The 10 cm liquid hydrogen target will be viewed at a maximum angle of

53 degrees, so target length effects on the acceptance (after our solid angle and momentum

acceptance cuts) will be negligible. The rate estimates are done with 1 µA and 20 µA for

the positron and electron beams, respectively.

The beam energies required range from 0.65 to 11.0 GeV with a total of three different

accelerator configurations. Time of flight and an Aerogel detector will be used for p/π

separation. Solid angles will be restricted to 3.2 msr by software cuts to maintain 100%

acceptance. Coincidence data will be taken for all setting with θ < 40◦ to check our modeling

of the background, the spectrometer resolution, and the radiative tail for the elastic peak.

B. Advantages of proton detection

The SR technique takes advantage of detecting protons in σ(e±p) elastic reactions. At

fixed Q2, the proton momentum is constant as shown in the top-left panel of Figure 8, so all

momentum-dependent corrections cancel-out when examining the ε dependence. The cross

section is much larger for proton detection at low ε, where cross section limits conventional

Rosenbluth separations, and also has a much smaller ε dependence, reducing the impact of
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FIG. 8. Comparison of the ε dependence of various quantities for electron and proton detection for

elastic e-p scattering. The top left panel shows the detected particle momentum, top right shows

the inclusive detection cross section, and the bottom left (right) show the cross section sensitivity

to beam energy (detected particle angle). Figure taken from Ref. [20].

rate-dependent effects. Proton detection also reduces the sensitivity to imperfect knowledge

of the beam energy and angles, as the sensitivity to these quantities is generally smaller than

for electron detection, especially at large ε, where these effects are the largest in electron

detection, as shown in the bottom panels of Fig. 8. In addition, detection of the proton is

insensitive to bremsstrahlung on the outgoing electron, which is strongly ε dependent due to

the large range of scattered electron energy at fixed Q2, as shown in Fig. 8. Because of this,

the ε dependence of the radiative corrections is also smaller, making the Super-Rosenbluth

extraction less sensitive to the details of the conventional radiative corrections. Figure 9

shows the ε dependence of the radiative correction for electron and proton detection at two

Q2 values.

The reduced sensitivity to the kinematics combined with the reduced ε dependence of the

rate, momentum, and distribution of the elastically scattered proton allow for a much more

precise extraction of GE/GM . While efficiencies or other rate or momentum-dependent

corrections may still be significant and have a non-negligible uncertainty, they should be
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FIG. 9. Comparison of the ε dependence of the radiative correction for electron detection (top)

and proton detection (bottom) for kinematics from two of the E01-001 Q2 points. While the size

of the radiative corrections are sometimes smaller and sometimes larger for proton detection, the

ε dependence is significantly smaller for any value of the inelastic cutoff, ∆p/p.

nearly constant for different ε settings at a fixed Q2 values. Because GE/GM is related

to the slope of the reduced cross section relative to its intercept, any common uncertainty

cancels completely in the Rosenbluth extraction of GE/GM . Thus, momentum-dependent

effects will have no impact, and rate dependent effects will have much less impact on the

ε dependence. There is also a significantly smaller ε dependence to the bremsstrahlung

correction, and thus a smaller correction that must be applied to the extraction of GE/GM .

As demonstrated by E01-001 [19], and seen clearly in Fig. 1, this allows for a much higher

precision in extracting GE/GM and examining the ε dependence of the cross section. While

some corrections or uncertainties are larger when detecting the proton, e.g. associated with

proton absorption in the spectrometer or the software-defined solid angle of the spectrometer,

these yield uncertainty mainly in the absolute cross section, and have negligible effect on

the extraction of the ε dependence.
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C. Backgrounds

Figure 10 shows proton singles spectra as a function of δθ from E05-017, along with

measured spectra from the target endcaps (green), and simulations of the e-p elastic (blue)

and inelastic (magneta) protons from Compton scattering and pion production. δθ is the

difference between the measured proton angle and the proton angle calculated from the

measured momentum assuming elastic scattering. The size of the background and simulated

contributions is normalized against the measured data.

The contributions from the target endcaps are somewhat larger than in the case of electron

detection, so we will take a larger fraction of the data on an aluminum ‘dummy’ target,

and use a target that more closely matches the radiation length of the hydrogen target.

For the spectrum at 2.64 GeV2, the endcap subtraction varies between ∼15% at low ε

(−15 < δp < 15 MeV) and ∼10% at high ε (−25 < δp < 25 MeV). With these δp cuts,

we eliminate most of the non-endcap background contributions while staying away from the

edges of the elastic peak. The ∼5% ε dependence in the background subtraction will be

directly measured. Based on previous measurements, we expect the endcap contribution

to better than 2%, yielding an uncertainty in the slope of 0.1%. Contributions to the

nonlinearity are even smaller because the size of the dummy subtraction varies approximately

linearly with ε.

Photoproduction of neutral pions is the other significant source of high energy protons.

Figure 10 shows the simulated spectrum for Q2 = 2.29 GeV2. For forward angle settings

(small ε), this background is large but can be almost entirely eliminated with a reasonable

cut on the elastic peak. At larger angles, the smaller resolution limits the precise subtraction

of the background, however, the background can be reliably modeled. To verify our modeling

of the background and the shape of the elastic peak, we will have coincidence runs at multiple

kinematics which will allow us to separate the elastic events from the background processes

and test our calculations of the line shapes.

Other source of background are of charged pions (up to a few percent for E01-001). Time

of flight will efficiently remove pions for the low Q2 data, and an Aerogel detector will be

used to reject pions where the time of flight is not fully efficient. The pion contamination

will be negligible after the particle identification cuts, while the inefficiency of the cuts for

protons depends only on the proton momentum and thus does not introduce any significant

uncertainty in the ε dependence.

D. Systematic uncertainties

Because of the high precision required for this measurement, we must ensure that we

account for small corrections that are often neglected. In addition, we must separate out

uncertainties which lead to a scale offset for all values at a given Q2 from those which vary

randomly from point-to-point, or those which vary linearly with ε. Table I summarizes the

uncertainties for the extraction of the cross section and form factor ratio. These uncertainties

are slightly better than those achieved in E01-001 [19], due mainly to improved statistics
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FIG. 10. Example of the Super-Rosenbluth data in the HMS for Q2 = 2.29 GeV2 for three ε

settings. At very low ε, the inelastic background is large but can be normalized precisely and is

well-separated from the elastic peak. At large ε, the background is not as well separated from the

peak, but is more than an order of magnitude smaller.
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Source Size δσ/σ δσ/σ

total GE/GM

Statistics 0.4% 0.4% 0.4%

Original Version with 2uA Energy (fixed offset) 0.04% 0.2% *0.1%

Energy (random) 0.04% 0.2% 0.2%

θp(fixed offset) 0.30 mr 0.2–0.5% *0.3%

θp(random) 0.20 mr 0.1–0.3% 0.1–0.3%

Dead Time 0.1% <0.1%

Dummy Subtraction 0.2–0.5% *0.2%

Background Subtraction 0.1–1.0% *0.3%

Radiative Corrections 1.2% 0.2%

*0.2%

Luminosity 0.6% 0.2%

Proton absorption 1.0% ≪0.1%

Acceptance ∼2% ≪0.1%

Efficiency 0.5% ≪0.1%

Total ∼2.9% 0.42–0.50%

*0.52%

* Uncertainty given is on the slope rather than the individual cross sections

TABLE I. Projected uncertainties for the proposed cross section measurements; the statistics and

background-related systematic uncertainties are somewhat larger for the highest Q2 points, as given

in Table II.

and improved measurements of the backgrounds from endcap scattering. In addition, the

extraction of GE/GM will benefit from the improved ε range of this proposal.

Computer dead time corrections are measured in the standard data acquisition system

in Hall C with a very small associated uncertainty. Because of the relatively low rates in

the experiment (below 30 kHz), the electronic dead time correction is at most 0.2%, and the

ε dependence is a factor of two lower. A larger problem is the effect of multiple tracks in

the chambers. While the tracking code does a good job of selecting the track that formed

the trigger, there can be confusion in the tracking for overlapping events. The time window

over which this could cause problems is 200-300 ns. For these measurements, the rates are

low enough that we can reliably correct for these small (<1%) effects.

The uncertainty in the luminosity comes mainly from the measurement of the beam

current and corrections for fluctuations in the target density. With the maximum expected

beam current to 1-2 µA, all data will be taken at a fixed beam current. Thus, while the

absolute uncertainty in the BCM calibration is about 0.5%, the fluctuation over time can be

held to 0.2%. Compared to the common electron beam currents, which can reach 70 µA, the

1 µA positron beam current, along with the present target and raster, will result in density

fluctuations due to heating that will be small. For the electron running, the current will

be limited to 20µA, and kept constant throughout the electron running, reducing the size
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of correction for beam heating effects and yielding an essentially constant correction for all

settings, further suppressing the impact on the ε dependence.

At low Q2, the elastic rate over the full solid angle varies from 0.2 kHz at low beam energy

to 0.8 kHz at high beam energy. However, the inelastic backgrounds are larger at forward

angles so the raw event rate should vary by less than a factor of two. The maximum raw

event rate will be roughly 1.1 kHz, leading to a small total correction for electronic deadtime

(∼0.1%) and multiple tracks (∼0.7%), with an ε dependence that is less than half of this

size. The uncertainties on these corrections will be less than 0.05%.

Significant systematic uncertainties can come from the uncertainty in the scattering kine-

matics, and so we will require beam energy measurements at each setting. The cross sections

typically changes by 4–6% for a one percent change in beam energy, with little ε dependence.

So an overall offset of 0.04% in the beam energy yields a scale uncertainty in the cross sec-

tion of 0.2%, and an ε-dependent correction of 0.1%, very nearly linear in ε. The linearity

measurement is much more sensitive to uncorrelated beam uncertainties. Assuming a point-

to-point beam energy uncertainty of 0.04%, as obtained by E94-110 [6], the cross sections

vary by about 0.2%.

The uncertainty in the angle of the scattered proton also breaks down into an overall offset

(identical for both forward and backward angles) and an offset that can vary randomly as the

spectrometer angle is changed. We expect to achieve an overall offset of 0.3 mr, somewhat

larger than the 0.2 mr achieved in E94-110, due to the additional uncertainty associated

with the software-defined solid angle. We may be able to do somewhat better since we can

use the elastic scattering kinematics at each setting as a check on the angle offset. As seen

in Fig. 8, a fixed offset yields a change in slope of 1% per mr, but maximum deviations from

linearity of only 0.2% per mr. So a 0.3 mr offset yields a linear ε dependence of 0.3%, which

contributes to the uncertainty in GE/GM , but yields deviations from linearity of <0.1%. For

the linearity measurement, we are again more sensitive to angle offsets that vary randomly

with changing scattering angles. E04-110 [6] achieved point-to-point uncertainties in the

scattering angle of 0.2 mr. The sensitivity to the proton angle varies from 0.5–1.5% per mr,

yielding uncertainties in the cross section of 0.1–0.3% (largest at large ε).

E. Kinematics

In order to map out the ε and Q2 dependence of the TPE contributions, we will preform

Rosenbluth separation at ten Q2 points, providing precise extractions of GE/GM atQ2=1.40,

1.69, 1.94, 2.4, 2.74 3.15, 3.81, 4.33, 4.86 and 5.5 GeV2. At each Q2 we will measure the

elastic positron-proton and electron-proton cross sections at five ε points, spaced roughly

uniformly up to the maximum possible value. To make these measurements, a series of beam

energies, utilizing three linac settings, are required to cover the ε range. These settings were

optimized to reduce the number of linac and beam energy changes required. Figure 11 shows

the kinematics (Q2 vs. ε) for elastic scattering at the proposed energies. The blue, purple,

and black lines represent the three linac settings. The four black dash-dotted lines correspond

to the standard tune of 2200 MeV per pass (2.2, 4.4, 6.6, and 11.0 GeV respectively). The
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blue dashed and solid cyan lines correspond to linac settings of 650 and 730 MeV per pass

respectively. These data will significantly improve the existing Rosenbluth extractions of

µpGE/GM , and allow us to use the discrepancy between Rosenbluth and polarization to

make quantitative statements on the size of the two-photon amplitudes (Sec.II C).
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FIG. 11. The ε values that can be measured as a function of Q2 for the available positron energies.

The dashed red lines indicate the Q2 values where we will make precise measurements of GE/GM .

The red circles and squares indicate the points where measurements will be taken, with the red

squares highlighting kinematics at which coincidence data can be taken. The minimum ε value is

determined by the assumed minimum scattering angle of 11 degrees.

F. Beam time request

Data taking for the points shown in Fig. 11 is summarized in Table II. We request a

total of 41 PAC days for data taking with positrons and 14 PAC days for data taking with

electrons. These times include the main data taking, calibration and checkout runs, and

overhead for beam energy and changes. The electron and positron running do not need to

be taken in the same run period, although that would likely be the most natural way to

run the experiment. If higher beam currents (up to 2 µA) are available, we would increase

the statistics, which are similar to or larger than the projected systematic uncertainties,

especially for the highest Q2 point. If currents above 2 µA are available, the run time for
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the positron data taking could be reduced.

positron time[hrs] electron time[hrs]

Q2=1.40 5 × 1.2 hrs 6 5

Q2=1.69 5 × 1.8 hrs 9 5

Q2=1.94 5 × 2.4 hrs 12 5

Q2=2.4 5 × 4.0 hrs 20 5

Q2=2.74 5 × 6.4 hrs 32 5

Q2=3.15 5 × 11 hrs 55 6

Q2=3.81 5 × 22 hrs 110 11

Q2=4.33 (0.5% statistics) 5 × 24 hrs 120 19

Q2=4.86 (0.6% statistics) 5 × 26 hrs 130 22

Q2=5.5 (0.7% statistics) 4 × 38 hrs 112 25

High stat. coincidence runs 8 × 8 hrs 64 32

Dummy target data (20% of LH2 data) 136 32

Carbon pointing runs 12 12

Total production 818 184

Target boiling studies 4 4

BCM calibrations 8 8

Checkout/calibration 12 12

Beam energy measurements 12 × 1 hr 12 12

linac changes 3 × 12 hrs 36 36

pass changes 9 × 8 hrs 72 72

kinematics changes 40 × 0.5 hrs 20 20

Total overhead/calibration 164 164

Total 982 (41 days) 348 (15 days)

TABLE II. Beam time request for the positron and electron measurements. Electron running time

is at higher current, but takes somewhat higher statistics to provide additional resolution and

background studies, as the time is dominated by overhead.

While the main data taking uses the hydrogen target, data taken on an aluminum

‘dummy’ target will be used to subtract the contributions from the target endcaps. We

will also take runs at at different beam currents to verify our measurement of the target

heating effects, dead time, and other rate-dependent effects in the spectrometers. Data will

be taken on a carbon target at all kinematics as a check on the target position and beam

offsets. Finally, coincidence data will be taken at several settings as a check of the scattering

kinematics and as a measure of proton detection efficiency and absorption, even though these

corrections cancel in the ε dependence. We can also use the coincidence data to examine

the elastic proton spectrum without the backgrounds, allowing us to check the agreement

between the data and the simulated elastic (and background) spectra. These runs will be

taken for every setting where the SHMS can measure the scattered electrons (θe < 40◦).
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IV. PROJECTED RESULTS

Figure 11 shows the kinematics of the proposed measurements, with circles indicating

the proton-only kinematics, and squares indicating kinematics where we will also take co-

incidence events. The same kinematics will be measured for both the positron and electron

portions of the experiment, which need not run together. Table I summarizes the systematic

uncertainties for the cross section measurements. Separate entries are given for the total

uncertainty in the absolute cross sections, the uncertainties that enter into the extraction

of GE/GM (neglecting ε-independent uncertainties), and the uncertainties that enter into

the linearity tests (neglecting the portions of the systematic uncertainties that vary linearly

with ε).

Fig. 5 illustrates the expectation for the ε dependence of both electron and positron

measurements at two Q2 values. The uncertainties on the electron data come from E01-

001 [19], and we expect comparable uncertainties for both the positron and electron Super-

Rosenbluth measurements proposed here. Note that for larger Q2 values, the contribution

from GE, as determined from the polarization data, is very small, and even for Q2 ≈ 2 GeV2

and above, the uncertainty onGE yields a very small uncertainty on the expected Rosenbluth

Slope (RS) in the OPE approximation, as illustrated in Figs. 5 and 7.
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FIG. 12. [Left] Parameterization of the form factor ratio as a function of Q2 for electron scatter-

ing [5] (magenta line), the polarization data [15] (black line), and the projected results for positron

scattering assuming that the TPE contribution explains the full difference between the electron

Rosenbluth extractions and recoil polarization. Note that for Q2 > 2.7 GeV2, the slope becomes

negative, implying (GE/GM )2 < 0 in the OPE approximation, and the curve shown is the square

root of the absolute value of (GE/GM )2 [Right] Same, but showing the form factor ratio squared,

which directly corresponds to the observed slope in the Rosenbluth separation.

This can be converted to a prediction for the form factor ratio µpGE/GM as a function

of Q2 for positron and electron Rosenbluth separations and for polarization measurements.

The right hand plot of Figure 12 shows (µpGE/GM)2, which corresponds directly to the

observed slope in the Rosenbluth separations. Note that based on the parameterizations
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used here, this slope becomes negative above Q2 ≈ 2.7 GeV2. Since this corresponds to an

imaginary value for µpGE/GM , the left plot takes the absolute value of the slope. As such,

we show projected uncertainties only for the right hand plot, where they correspond directly

to the measured slopes with no requirement of OPE.

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

Comparison of the Rosenbluth data and polarization transfer measurements have been

used to constrain TPE contributions at high Q2. Direct comparison of the positron and

electron Super-Rosenbluth separations will provide a signal for TPE that is twice as large,

and which will not rely on the assumption that the discrepancy is fully explained by TPE

and that the polarization data are insensitive to TPE. The direct comparison isolates the

TPE contribution, and is insensitive to other effects, such as imperfections in the charge-even

radiative corrections applied to the data. By combining the electron and positron results and

comparing to polarization transfer, we can determine what part (if any) of the discrepancy is

caused by something other than TPE, e.g. radiative corrections or unidentified uncertainties

or corrections to the polarization measurements. This will allow for a direct comparison of

the conventional radiative correction procedures and newer formalisms.

Finally the contribution of GE to the reduced cross section is small, with even smaller

uncertainties, for Q2 ≈ 3− 4 GeV2 and above (see Fig. 5). Therefore, the ϵ dependence will

provide a precise measurement of measure of not only the size of the TPE contribution, but

the ε dependence as well, negligible uncertainty from the uncertainty in the knowledge of

the GE contribution.

In conclusion, the proposed measurements will provide the following:

• First direct verification of the idea that TPE explain the form factor discrepancy for

1.4 < Q2 < 5.5 GeV2

• A test of the conventional radiative correction procedures

• Confirming TPE as the source of the discrepancy will confirm previous phenomenologi-

cal extractions and, with the inclusion of these new data, provide improved constraints

on size of the TPE contributions.

• Provide improved constraints on non-linearity in the TPE contributions, free from the

effect of potential imperfections in the conventional radiative corrections.

The proposed measurements here are complementary to direct σ(e+)/σ(e−) measure-

ments. While this proposal does not provide direct measurements of σ(e+)/σ(e−) for indi-

vidual ε, Q2 points, it allows for precise comparisons of the Rosenbluth Slope for positron

and electron scattering, while providing several advantages over direct cross section ratios.

• The cross section for small-ε scattering, where TPE are expected to be the largest, is

larger by up to an order of magnitude with proton detection vs electron detection.
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• Proton detection yield a reduced ε dependence in the RC for proton detection com-

pared to electron detection, as well as reduced sensitivity to the scattering kinematics

and reduced rate-dependent effects.

• There is significant cancellation of experimental systematic effects between positron

measurements at fixed Q2 but different ε values. As such, positron and electron

measurements can be performed separately as they do not rely on conditions being

identical for positron and electron running.

• The excellent ε range and high precision on the ε dependence allows for precise mea-

surement of ε dependence including potential non-linear contributions
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VI. EXPERIMENTS WITH SIMILAR GOALS

• The MUSE experiment at PSI. While this makes positron – electron comparisons (and

µ+ – µ− comparisons), it is limited to much lower Q2 values that are relevant to the

proton radius extraction, but not the discrepancy between Rosenbluth and polarization

measurements.

• CLAS positron measurements. While there is not yet an approved TPE measurement

using positrons in CLAS, it has been discussed and summarized in Ref. [67]. Such a

measurement would be more direct, in that direct comparisons of the e+p to e−p cross

sections are made for specific (ε, Q2) values. Because of the need to detect protons,

the maximum ε value is limited, providing limited coverage of the ε dependence. The

experiment is sensitive to how well systematic uncertainties, acceptance, etc... cancel

in the comparison of the positron and electron cross sections. While we will not provide

direct e+p to e−p at specific (ε, Q2) values, we will provide a wide ε coverage at several

fixed values of Q2, and we will have entirely different systematic uncertainties as we

are insensitive to the difference in the positron and electron beams, relying instead on

cancellation in the ε dependence of proton detection at fixed Q2. As such, while they

have some kinematic overlap, they are highly complementary.

• While there have been previous measurements of transverse asymmetries, as well pro-

posals for 12 GeV, these are sensitive to the imaginary part of the TPE potential,

while cross sections and polarization sensitive to real part. As such, they both have

a role in constraining TPE contributions, but provide different information, with the

measurements proposed here having direct bearing on the form factor discrepancy,

independent of any specific model of TPE corrections.
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